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Abstract
A numerical method for the solution of the elastic stability of hinged frames is presented. The Newmark
iterative procedure to perform elastic buckling analyses for isolated columns is extended for use in computing
buckling loads and buckling modes in frames with hinged columns. The method is illustrated in details by
means of different cases of single-storey portal frames commonly used in commercial buildings. Comparisons
of obtained results with other well known methods show very good agreement.
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Introduction
The storey of instability problem is a unique one with continuity over more than two hundred years. The
Euler formula for the elastic critical buckling load of a slender column is one of the earliest engineering
design formulas that are in use today. Euler proved theoretically that there is another criterion for column
strength which is independent of crushing or yielding of material. This is called the “Stability Limit Load” of
a column, and is given by PE = π2EI/L2 in which L is the column length, E is the elastic modulus of the
material and I is the moment of inertia of the column cross section. This formula is applicable to all elastic
columns provided that the right hand side is multiplied by an appropriate constant coefficient corresponding to
the end conditions. The natural growth of design methods has led to compare the behavior of columns in
structures with isolated ones. In practice most of the frameworks have some degree of rigidity in the
connections, consequently, when local loads induce flexure in one of the members of a frame, joints at the end
of the member rotate and the flexural disturbance spreads to the adjacent members.
The analysis of such flexural effects in rigid-jointed frameworks has been carried out manually for many years
by methods such as the moment distribution and slope deflection, before the introduction of numerically based
solutions relying on modern computer capabilities. The methods of analysis are usually linear, i.e. stresses
and displacements are found to be directly proportional to the load. If a more general analysis is made by
taking account the reduction in the flexural stiffness of a strut due to the presence of compressive forces,
stresses and displacements deviate more and more from the simple linear solution as the load increases.
Flexural stresses and displacements become very large as the load approaches some critical value. This is the
“Elastic Critical Load of the Framework”, and it is analogous with the Euler load for a slender elastic column.
The critical load of a bar with uniform or non-uniform cross section can be calculated by a numerical method
of double integration (Newmark 1943). Instead of assuming the deflection y as some function of x, the beam
is divided into segments and a numerical value of deflection is assumed at each division point along the beam.
The subsequent calculations are made, determining ordinates to the M/EI diagram and new values of
deflections at each site. If these are equal to the assumed deflections at every division point, then the required
critical load P and the buckling mode are determined. If they are not equal, the new set of deflections is
assumed and the calculations are repeated. This procedure is successful because the results of each cycle
yield better deflections and the procedure converges to the exact buckling mode after a few numbers of cycles
of iteration. In this paper, the technique of Newmark’s numerical method (Newmark 1943), applied to
columns, is extended for use in computing buckling loads and buckling modes of hinged frames. The
philosophy of the method described herein can be summarized as follows: the buckling load of the structure is
the load just enough to maintain it in an assumed buckling configuration. The method involves cycles of
iteration in which a new configuration better than the assumed one is obtained at the end of each cycle. The
calculations can be repeated until the required degree of accuracy is obtained. In most cases, accurate results
are obtained after only few cycles.
Symmetrical Buckling Modes of Two Hinged Frames
Consider the two hinged frame shown in Fig. 1, the end forces and rotations for each member are separately
shown in Fig. 2.
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The column AB is subjected to three forces at B, namely: vertical force P, end couple X1, and horizontal force
X2. The end rotation φ at B or C can be expressed in terms of the dimensions and properties of the horizontal
beam BC: φ = (Lb/2EIb) X1, neglecting the effect of axial force X2. Our goal is to determine P, X1 and X2 (X2 is
directly obtained from X1) which maintain the column in its assumed buckling shape (ya) and satisfy the end
conditions at B. These end conditions are: (1) rotation φ at B of both column BA and beam BC is equal to
(Lb/2EIb) X1, (2) horizontal displacement at B equal zero. Figure 3(a) shows the column AB and the end
forces at B. The deformation of the column can be regarded as the superposition of Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c)
multiplied by X1.
On the basis of the assumed values of the chosen deflection shape ya, the pin ended column AB under only the
axial force P is considered, Fig. 3(b), and the resulting deflection shape yp and rotation at B, φp, are calculated.
Again, the pin ended column AB is subjected to a unit couple (X1=1) at end B, Fig. 3(c) and the resulting
deflection, y x 1 , and rotation at B,  x 1 , are also determined. Then, the value of the couple X1 can be
1

1

obtained from the relation

 p  X1 x1 1 

Lb
X1
2 EIb

(1)

And the new deflection of the column (y) is calculated directly from the following equation

y  y p  X1 y x 1
1

(2)

Finally the ratios of assumed deflections ya to the resulting values y are determined and the critical load
suggested by this first cycle is obtained. The results can be obtained by repeating the cycle of calculations.
An illustration of the method is given by the following example. The critical load and the corresponding
buckling mode are to be determined for the symmetrical two hinged frame of Fig. 1. The solution is found in
Fig. 4 where the pin ended column AB is divided into seven sections (6 segments), each segment of length
equal to λ, where   Lc / 6 .
Line 1 assumed set of deflections ya representing a sine curve of amplitude 1000, which is the assumed
deflection at the middle of the column
Line 2 to 6 corresponding values of moments Mp, angle changes α, equivalent concentrated elastic load ,
average slopes  av , and deflections yp are recorded, respectively.

Line 7 the slope at B, due to the axial load P is thus found to be  p  1825  89  P / EIc  1914P / EIc .
The pin ended column AB is then subjected to a unit couple, X1  1 , at its end B. Normal calculations are
shown from line 8 to 10. In line 11 are given the values of average slope φav in the different segments after
assuming a value of 6 in the first segment. In line 12 trial deflections are obtained starting with zero value at
A. The resulting trial deflection at B has a value of 1 2 / 6 EIc instead of zero.
Line 13 correction deflections yc are applied with values varying linearly over the length of the column from
1 2 / 6 EIc at B to zero at the left end.
Line 14 true deflection, y x1 1 are obtained, line 14 = line 12 + line13
Line 15 true value of the average slope between section 6 and 7 is equal to  0  9.17   / EIc

Line 16 slope at B due to a unit couple,  x 1 is equal to (9.17  2.83) / 6 EIc or 12 / 6 EIc
1

From Eq. (1), 1914P / EIc  X1  12 / 6EIc    Lb / 2EIb  X1 , where   Lc / 6 . By rearranging we
get X1 = (1914 P)/(2 + 3 Kc/Kb) in which Kc  EI c / Lc and Kb  EI b / Lb . Hence, for Kc / Kb  1 ,

X1  382.8P .
Line 17 new deflections y calculated from Eq. (2). Thus,



line 17 = line 6 + (382.2) line 14, for example y



(at the middle section) = 3650P 2 / EIc  382.2 P 13.5 2 / EIc  2789 P 2 / EIc .
line 18 gives the ratio ya / y at every division point. This ratio when equal to unity gives an estimate of the
critical load, which appears to be not yet the same at all the division points ranging from 0.34411 to
0.40323EIc / P 2 giving a critical load between 12.39 and 14.52 EIc / L2c .
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The critical load calculated from the better ratio  ya /  y is 13.078EIc / Lc , which is about one and half
percent greater than the exact value of 12.88EIc / L2c (Horne and Merchant 1965). Figure 5 shows a
complete second cycle. The assumed buckling configuration ya is obtained by reducing the deflections of line
17 of the previous cycle in the ratio of 1000/2789. It is noticed that the ratio ya / y now ranges from 0.35254
to 0.36929 EIc / P 2 giving a critical load between 12.69 and 13.29 EIc / L2c . The critical load calculated
from the better ratio  ya /  y is 12.94 EIc / L2c with a difference of 0.47%. This result demonstrates the
rapid convergence of the procedure.
Antisymmetrical mode of buckling of hinged frames
Consider the simple two hinged frame shown in Fig. 6 with antisymmetrical mode of buckling. The end
forces and rotation for each member are separately shown in Fig. 7. The column AB is subjected to only two
forces at B, namely: vertical force P and a couple . The end rotation φ at B or C can be easily obtained
from the horizontal beam: φ = (Lb/2EIb) X1. Our goal is to determine P and X1 which can maintain the column
in its assumed buckling shape
and at the same time produce an angle of rotation at B equal to (Lb/6EIb).
Fig. 8 shows the column AB with an arbitrary sidesway Δ of 1000 units at B, hence X1 = 1000 P. A complete
numerical solution of the considered frame is illustrated in Fig. 9. Details of different steps are given as
follows.
First Cycle
Line 1 assumed set of deflection
representing a sine curve of amplitude 1000 at the right end.
Line 2 equivalent concentrated elastic loads
Line 3 the desired value of slope at B is equal to (Lb/6EIb) X1. Therefore    kc / kb 1000P / EIc and for

kc / kb  1 ,   1000P / EIc . This value is entered at the right end of line 3 between brackets and hence,
line 3 is calculated from right to left.
Line 4 new deflection y
Line 5 line 1/line 4
Two subsequent cycles are also completely recorded, and the final one gives a critical load with a value of
1.8216 EIc / L2c which is equal the exact value of 1.8213EIc / L2c (Timoshenko and Gere 1961). The
suggested starting buckling mode of the fourth cycle (last line) is almost identical to the third one, thus the
corresponding shape of the column at the critical condition is also determined with a high degree of accuracy.

Conclusions
The Newmark’s double integration procedure is extended for use in computing critical loads and buckling
modes of hinged frames. Results obtained show very good agreement with well-known methods. The elastic
line of the mode of buckling is determined as a major part of the solution, which gives a clear insight of the
behavior of the structure. The method presented here can be used to study buckling of frames with varying
cross sections.
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